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VONAGE CANADA RESPONSE TO ILEC LOCAL FORBEARANCE PETITION
Introduction
1. Vonage Canada Corp. ("V onage Canada") hereby responds to the Petitions of Aliant
Telecom

Inc. ("Aliant"),

Bell Canada ("Bell"),

Saskatchewan

Telecommunications

("SaskTel") and Telus Communications Company ("Telus") (the "ILEC Petitioners"); the
Province

of Saskatchewan

Telecommunications

("Saskatchewan");

and the Coalition

for Competitive

(the "Coalition") (collectively, the "Petitioners") requesting that the

Governor in Council refer Telecom Decision CRTC 2006-15, Forbearance from the
regulation of retail local exchange services (the "Decision") back to the Canadian Radiotelevision and Telecommunications

Commission (the "Commission" or the "CRTC") for

reconsideration.
2. Vonage Canada is strongly in favour of achieving a deregulated market as soon as
possible - but there must be a clear process that deals with anti-competitive behaviour
and abuse of market power before the damage is done, and not after an incumbent
provider has forced a smaller company to go out of business. In Vonage Canada's view,
the Decision achieves this balance.
3. Despite their tone of righteous indignation, the Petitioners have in fact provided no
evidence to support their arguments as to why the Decision should be sent back to the
CRTC for reconsideration:

they have provided only bald assertions, excerpted press

coverage and selective quotes without context from the report of the Telecommunications
Policy Review Panel (the "TPRP").

Vonage Canada submits that the Governor in

Council should resist such "argument by allegation." In Vonage Canada's

view, the

Commission got it right by setting in place a clear and expeditious process that will
ensure sustainable competition in a forborne market to the benefit of the industry and to
all Canadians. The Governor in Council should therefore deny these petitions.
4. Vonage Canada is a leading provider of broadband telephone services, also known as
Voice over Internet Protocol ("V oIP"). Vonage Canada and its sister company in the
U.S., Vonage Holdings, pioneered the commercialization

of IP technology and were the

first to bring VolP to consumers in North America. Vonage Canada's

VolP service

enables anyone to make and receive phone calls using standard touch tone telephones
almost anywhere a broadband Internet connection is available, and offers innovative
features that add value to local voice services. We provide feature-rich and cost effective
communication

services that offer users an experience similar to traditional telephone

servIces.
5. Due to its leading position in the market for VoIP services, Vonage Canada is uniquely
positioned to speak to misconceptions respecting the impact of VoIP on the incumbents'
market

power being

perpetuated

by the Petitions.

The ILEC Petitioners

have

conveniently co-opted the development ofVoIP services as an argument for deregulation
of their local services, but the reality is different.

VoIP service providers - particularly

independent providers like Vonage Canada - continue to face significant barriers to both
entry and expansion in the face of the market power enjoyed by the former monopoly
providers ("ILECs").
6. Vonage Canada is in favour of moving to a competitive and deregulated environment as
quickly as possible. But transitioning

from regulated to unfettered

complex process that requires the consideration
factors.

competition is a

of numerous, sometimes competing,

This was recognized by the TPRP, which did not blindly recommend the

eradication of regulation for those services over which the ILECs continue to possess
significant market power ("SMP"), but rather the replacement

of certain regulatory

mechanisms with others. By contrast, cherry-picking among the recommendations of the
TPRP, as the ILEC Petitioners have done in order to suit their own deregulatory agenda,
will not transition the Canadian market for local services to full competition.

Rather, it

will cause significant harm to emerging competition.
7. In Vonage Canada's view, the CRTC properly assessed the many elements involved in
transitioning the local market to a competitive state, set out a clear and expedited process
for

future

forbearance

applications,

and designated

straightforward

criteria

for

forbearance that do not forsake existing entry by ignoring the importance of ensuring the
sustainability of competition in a forborne market.
8. By contrast, the ILECs' deregulatory agenda is likely to decimate competition, to the
benefit of the ILEC Petitioners but to the detriment of the Canadian telecommunications
2

industry, Canadian business (particularly
individual Canadians.

small and medium-sized

enterprises),

and

Moreover, premature deregulation will have a dampening effect

on innovation, which as we explain in this submission, is driven by competitors, not
incumbents.
9. Sound economic analysis and principles of competition law - such as those espoused by
the TPRP - make it clear that deregulation of a player with SMP is not appropriate.
is not merely an academic viewpoint, either.

This

Contrary to the claims of the Petitioners,

numerous barriers to entry and expansion in the market for local services remain.
Moreover, market power can easily be abused, even in a regulated environment, with
serious practical consequences for competitors like Vonage Canada.

In this document,

Vonage Canada describes instances of such abuse of power and highlights the real and
dampening

effect these tactics have on its ability to offer meaningful

choice to

Canadians.
10. Accordingly, consistent with the Telecommunications

Act (the "Act"), it is critical that

forbearance occur only once competition has reached a state where it is sufficiently
robust in order to survive the inevitable onslaught from the fonner monopoly provider.
This

focus

on

Government's
innovation

sustainable

objectives

in products

competition

by ensuring
and services,

is consistent

Canadians
more

with

achievement

will reap the benefits

rapid

adoption

of the

of greater

of infonnation

and

communications technologies, more job creation, lower prices, and more choice.
11. By contrast, where competition is not yet sustainable, premature forbearance will simply
result in a strengthening of the ILECs' overwhelmingly

dominant position (with over

90% of local retail lines) I as they use their advantages and market power to wage war to
regain subscribers lost to competitors, and in the process, weaken if not eliminate these
competitors themselves, and with them, eradicate emerging competition.

1 CRTC Telecommunications
Monitoring Report, Status of Competition in Canadian Telecommunications Markets,
July 2006 at 32 (figure is for the provinces and excludes the Yukon, Northwest Territories and Nunuvut) [hereinafter
the "2006 Competition Report"]
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A. The CRTC Got it Right
12. The Decision is the CRTC's response to the Petitioner ILECs' consistent pressure to
establish specific, streamlined criteria and a process for determining whether to forbear
from regulating the ILECs' retail local voice services specifically.
13. In establishing the Decision, the CRTC used its established analytical framework for
forbearance that it had developed, with the input and support of the ILECs, in an earlier
decision, Decision 94-19.2

This framework is based on principles found in competition

law, and has been used successfully by the Commission to deregulate numerous markets
in the Canadian telecommunications

industry at the ILEC Petitioners' request.

3

It has

therefore been repeatedly endorsed by the same ILECs who now protest against its use,
for the very reason that its application demonstrates that the retail market for local voice
services remains the last bastion of their dominance, and accordingly is not yet ready for
forbearance.
14. The CRTC's forbearance framework recognizes that a market should not be forborne
until it is effectively competitive, and such a state cannot be realized as long as one or
more players have market power.

In assessing whether a player has market power, a

consideration of numerous factors, including the definition of the relevant product and
geographic markets and all of the elements that measure market power, including the
existence or lack of rivalrous behaviour, must be undertaken.

Consistent

statutory responsibility pursuant to section 34 of the Act, the Commission

with its
also must

consider whether conditions exist that would ensure the sustainability of competition.
Vonage Canada submits that all of these considerations,

taken from its established

forbearance framework, were essential to the conclusions reached by the Commission in
the Decision.
15. The Commission considered the extensive evidence that had been presented to it in the
proceeding (in large part by the ILEC Petitioners), which included written arguments,
responses to interrogatories, and an oral hearing, and arrived at the Decision by using its

2

Review of regulatory framework,

16 September 1994.

3

Including long distance, wireless and retail internet services.

4

expertise to apply its established framework to the evidence before it specific to the local
market.
16. The CRTC first determined the relevant market, basing its analysis on the Competition
Bureau's Merger Enforcement Guidelines. The Petitioners complain that the CRTC's
choice of geographic market (the "Local Forbearance Regions" or "LFRs") is too large;4
in the proceeding leading to the Decision, most of the Petitioners proposed the use of the
local exchange.s

The Commission found, however, that using such a small geographic

component as the relevant market would permit more anti-competitive behaviour by the
ILEC in a forborne situation (through the use of targeted marketing or otherwise). The
CRTC also pointed out that there are approximately 2,700 local exchanges in the ILECs'
operating territories which, doubled (to include the business market) would result in
approximately 5400 relevant markets - a number so high as to impose an unacceptable
delay in the processing of local forbearance applications.6
17. The Commission's decision to use the census metropolitan area for urban markets, and an
economic region (ER) or a combination

of ERs for rural markets, was eminently

supported by the evidence in the proceeding.

Far from the Petitioner's claims that this

determination was "flawed" and "ignores economic principles,"? such aggregation of
markets is not uncommon in competition law, and reflects a requirement for regulatory
efficiency.

8

Moreover,

contrary

to

the

claims

of the

Petitioners

(especially

Saskatchewan) that this would forever foreclose the possibility of forbearance in rural
regions, the Commission specifically made a point of according flexibility to an ILEC
with respect to LFRs. It noted that where an ILEC can identify an LFR that better
achieves the CRTC's principles and objectives, and can adequately address the impact of

4

Aliant/Bell/SaskTel/Telus

Petition at para. 45 [hereinafter the "Bell et al Petition"]

5

The exception was Telus, which proposed that the LFR should be the serving territory of a facilities-based CLEC.

6

Decision 2006-15 at paras. 150-151.

7

Bell et al Petition, para. 45.

See, for example, The Director of Investigation and Research v. Hillsdown, CT-1991-001,
dated March 9, 1992.

8

Reasons and Order
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its proposal on adjacent LFRs, it would be prepared to entertain applications for local
forbearance in an LFR different from that designated in the Decision.9
18. Having determined the appropriate market, the Commission

considered the relevant

criteria for forbearance, taking into primary consideration the question of SMP in the
market for retail local exchange services:
The Commission considers that an applicant ILEC can demonstrate
to the Commission's satisfaction that it no longer can exercise
market power in a particular relevant market when that applicant
ILEC can demonstrate that it has met all of the following criteria:
a) The ILEC has suffered a 25 percent market share loss in the
relevant market for which forbearance is sought (market share
loss);
b) The ILEC has, for the six months prior to the application, met
individual standards for each of the 14 specified competitor Q of S
[quality of service] indicators of the rate rebate plan (RRP) for
competitors, when the results are averaged across the six-month
period (competitor Q ofS);
c) The ILEC has put in place the necessary Competitor Services
tariffs. In the case of an application for forbearance from
regulation of residential local exchange services, the ILEC has an
approved Competitor Services tariff for bundled ADSL available
over loops not used for primary exchange service (dry loops) as
well as in conjunction with PES, and in the case of an application
for forbearance from regulation of business local exchange
services, the ILEC has an approved Competitor Service tariff for
bundled ADSL available both over dry loops and in conjunction
with PES as well as approved competitor Ethernet access service
and transport service tariffs (Competitor Services tariffs);
d) Where the Commission has required it, the ILEC has
implemented competitor access to its ass in accordance with
Competitive local exchange carrier access to incumbent local
exchange carrier operational support systems, Telecom Decision
CRTC 2005-14, 16 March 2005 (Decision 2005-14) (Access to
aSS); and

9

Decision, paragraph 168.
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e) The ILEC has demonstrated to the Commission's satisfaction
that rivalrous behaviour exists within the relevant market (rivalrous
behaviour).

The Commission considers that these criteria are a package of
requirements which will satisfy it that an ILEC will no longer
exercise market power within a relevant market, and that none
of the criteria by itself is sufficient. 10 (emphasis added)
19. In Vonage Canada's view, this last statement is key. In their submissions leading up to
the Decision, the Petitioners addressed the considerations set out in Decision 94-19 only
briefly, declaring that all of the conditions for forbearance had been met - seemingly in
every market, and seemingly across the country - and proposing that the Commission's
criteria for forbearance in the local market going forward be streamlined down to one:
proof that an ILEC has lost just 5% market share in a local exchange.
Commission did not accept this gross over-simplification

Wisely, the

of the issue of market power,

preferring instead to set out criteria consistent with its analytical framework and meant to
ensure the sustainability of competition in the market. In doing so, the CRTC recognized
that no single element is enough to justify forbearance.

At the same time, however, the

criteria established by the CRTC are simple and straightforward for the ILEC to meet:
indeed, except for the required market share loss and evidence of rivalrous behaviour, all
of the applicable criteria, for example, compliance with quality of service measures,
should already be met by the ILECs in all parts of their operating territories if they are
operating responsibly.
20. The Petitioners accuse the CRTC of exercising flawed reasoning because it chose a
market share loss figure of 25%.

They cite no economic analysis or competition law

principle to support their argument, however, claiming only that 25% is "not appropriate"
because of the "rapidly evolving" nature of the telecommunications

industry.

Vonage

Canada suspects that they have cited no support for this argument because none exists. A
market share loss of 25% would still leave the incumbent with 75% market share, which
under any competition analysis virtually anywhere in the world would still result in, at

10

Decision, paras. 242-243

7
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the very least, a rebuttable presumption

that the company possesses

SMP.11

By

comparison, under the Decision the CRTC has created a rebuttable presumption (subject
to additional criteria) that at that market share level that the ILEC no longer possesses
SMP.

Seen in this context, the ILEC Petitioners hardly have cause for complaint.

21. Although the ILEC Petitioners
behaviour

is an appropriate

grudgingly

concede that the existence of rivalrous

criterion,12 they complain that they are prevented

by

regulation from engaging in targeted marketing - even though, as part of the Decision,
the Commission set out straightforward conditions for the lifting of the "Winback Rule"
(which prevents an ILEC from directly soliciting a customer which has switched local
service providers for a limited period of time), and despite the Commission's

continuing

steps to streamline and lighten its regulations respecting ILEC promotions and price
averaging. 13
22. The TPRP, in its report, expressly endorsed the Commission's

approach to forbearance,

stating: "In deciding whether or not to regulate, account should be taken of the CRTC's
telecommunications

sector experience to date, including its experience in establishing

criteria for forbearance in the local exchange services market.,,14 In setting criteria for
forbearance in the Decision, the Commission used this solid legal framework (which,
Vonage Canada reiterates, up to this point has been supported by the Petitioners) based
on competition law principles, and has made its determinations based on the significant
amount of factual evidence put before it by participants
telecommunications
interrelationship

industry.

In

so

doing,

it

rightly

from every sector of the
took

into

account

the

of complex factors, particularly respecting the existence and use of

II For example, in the European Community, a 40% market share gives rise to a rebuttable presumption that a firm
has SMP: a 25% share is a benchmark for possible market power; and a 50% share is considered to give rise to
possible market dominance. See European Commission, Commission Guidelines on market analysis and assessment
of significant market power under the Community regulatory framework for electronic communications networks
and services, OJ C 165, 11.07.2002 at para. 75
12

Bell et al Petition, para. 51.

13 See, for example, Telecom Decision CRTC 2005-25,
Promotions of local wireline services, 27 April 2005 and
Telecom Public Notice CRTC 2006-8, Rate ranges for services other than voice over Internet protocol services, 9
June 2006 .

14

TPRP Final Report, p. 3-14.
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market power. It created simple and achievable criteria and an expedited process that will
be both efficient and effective in ensuring not simply that competition exists in a given
market, but that such competition will be sustainable.

B. VolP Providers are Affected by Barriers to Entry and Expansion, as well as ILEC Abuses in
the Local Market
23. The ILEC Petitioners have made VolP services, and VolP providers like Vonage Canada,
the "poster children" for their deregulatory siege of the Commission.

Their argument in

respect of VolP services proceeds along the lines that because the barriers to entry are
low in terms of the network investment required to offer local VolP services, a low
market share loss figure is sufficient to indicate competition is workable. This is an oversimplistic mischaracterization

of the barriers to entry and expansion

faced by new

entrants such as Vonage Canada.
24. To a competitive provider like Vonage Canada, market power is not an academic
question, to be relegated to arcane rules of competition law and abstract economic
analysis.
dominance.

Rather, Vonage Canada is impacted in two ways by the ILECs' continued
First, Vonage Canada faces significant barriers to entry and expansion that

are ignored by the ILEC Petitioners when making their case for deregulation.

These

barriers are very real and center around the significant costs incurred by new entrants to
acquire customers - costs not faced by the ILECs, which continue to enjoy all of the very
significant advantages of incumbency.
25. Second, Vonage Canada has experienced the real, tangible and destructive consequences
on its business of the ILEC Petitioners' - Bell's in particular - real power and influence in
the market place. When a Goliath the size of Bell - with its ubiquitous networks,
ownership of key media properties and customer base of 12.6 million local phone linesl5
- decides to take on a competitor, it has the means, the resources and the incentive to
crush them. Regardless of whether these tactics are each strictly illegal under existing

15

Source: BCE 2005 Annual Report

Q
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competition laws, they represent a myriad of ways in which an ILEC can abuse its power
in the market over competitors, customers and suppliers, so as to quash competition,
against the public interest, even in a market that is still subject to regulation by the
CRTC. Indeed, even in the absence of intentional actions, the company's

interests in

maximizing shareholder value are not aligned with the public interest: it is "rational" for
a profit-motivated, publicly-held company to attempt to eliminate competitive threats. It
is in recognition of these facts that the CRTC has imposed competitive safeguards and the
TPRP has noted that regulation should not be eschewed where one or more players has
significant market power.

Regulation must be retained to counterbalance

SMP until

competitors are operating in a sustainable environment.
Barriers to entry
26. New entrants, including VolP providers, continue to face substantial barriers to entry.
While the Petitioners would have the Governor in Council believe barriers to entry in the
market for local services no longer exist,16 such is absolutely not the case.
27. It is true, in the case of access-independent VolP providers such as Vonage Canada, that
entry into the market does not require a high capital expenditure for network facilities.
However, this is the case only when compared to the initial - and long-ago depreciated investment in network infrastructure made by the ILECs, who earned significant returns
on their investments over the years under a guaranteed rate-of-return regime.

In any

event, the cost of entry tells only a small part of the story, for in order for a competitor to
succeed, far more is required than this initial expenditure.
28. The ILECs start not only with a ubiquitous network, but also all of the customers - they
therefore do not require the substantial cost or time to build a customer base.
Canada and other access-independent

Vonage

VolP providers start with neither the network nor

the customers.
29. Like other entrants, access-independent
customer at a time.

16

VolP providers must build their business one

In order to do so, they must overcome numerous hurdles.

While

Bell et al Petition, para. 23.
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V onage Canada is confident that on a level playing field it will be able to clear these
hurdles, they nonetheless represent real barriers to entry that cannot simply be wished
away when assessing the ILECs' market power.
30. The first of these barriers to entry is customer inertia.

In order to succeed as a VoIP

provider, Vonage Canada must be able to win away a customer's local business from the
ILEC. Local service is the primary connection Canadians maintain with each other, with
emergency services and indeed with the world. Vonage Canada has to earn the trust of
Canadians one at a time, and must do it despite the efforts of the ILECs to exploit their
historic monopoly position (witness Bell's advertising campaign celebrating its 125th
annIversary, punctuated

with slogans such as "Trust isn't something

you build in

months").
31. The second of these barriers is customer acquisition costs. Although access independent
VoIP providers' customer acquisition costs do not match those of entrants who must pay
service charges associated with the rental of the local loop, there are nonetheless
substantial, sunk costs of building a customer base, including the significant cost of
building brand awareness and trust to compete with some of the strongest and bestestablished brands in the country.
advantage

of the same marketing

VoIP entrants like Vonage Canada cannot take
opportunities

available to the ILECs and cable

companies, of inexpensively emailing or writing to their significant established customer
bases, which cover hundreds of thousands, if not millions of customers.

The risk and

reward profile could not be more divergent between an ILEC, which has a low cost of
marketing in order to stem any loss of its entrenched customer base, and an independent
VoIP provider, which must spend heavily for the opportunity to provide Canadians with
innovative services, choice and lower prices and must then struggle to keep the customer
long enough to demonstrate its service and services, and to thereby avoid expensive
chum.
32. The third of these significant barriers is resisting or surviving the chum generated by the
ILECs' own conduct in the market. Unconstrained by, or in violation of, regulatory rules,
the ILECs have proven their ability to stem market share loss: it is called winback. This
strategy permits the ILEC to focus virtually all of its marketing

efforts on those

11
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customers who (a) are thinking about leaving; (b) have decided to leave; or (c) have in
fact left. The chum statistics and other data on the basis of which the Commission has
repeatedly restated and modified the winback no-contact rules (the Winback Rules) prove
that this is a successful strategy in the hands of an ILEe.

This behaviour represents a

significant barrier to entry to be overcome by an entrant, regardless of the entry strategy
chosen.
33. In addition to the barriers to entry described above, there is a significant limitation in
terms of the addressable market for VoIP services that affects demand conditions in the
market for Vonage Canada.

In order to subscribe for VoIP service, a customer must

have, or be willing to purchase, broadband access, i.e., a high-speed Internet connection.
Although Canada enjoys comparatively high penetration levels of broadband service, the
market is still roughly half the size of the overall market for wireline local exchange
servIces.
34. And this addressable market, which is smaller to begin with, is further suppressed
artificially by the unavailability

of, and lack of customer awareness regarding, the

opportunity for customers to truly "cut the cord" with their local service provider by
cancelling their primary exchange voice service altogether and obtaining DSL Internet
access from the ILEC on a stand-alone, "naked DSL" basis (otherwise known as "dry
loops").

Customers of ILECs who want to keep their local telephone number and switch

to a VoIP service have experienced numerous difficulties, particularly in Bell territory;
customers have been disconnected from both their telephone and their DSL connections
(leaving them in the untenable and unsafe position of lacking any access to even
emergency communications)

and, adding insult to injury, have then on occasion faced

reconnection charges when they sought to rectify the situation. These activities, and their
negative impact on customers who attempt to switch, harm the Vonage Canada brand
much more than the ILEC brand, and make it less likely that a customer will switch away
from the ILEC in future.
35. The result of this phenomenon is that Vonage Canada has experienced much greater
difficulty in winning customers who receive their high-speed connection from the ILECs
than the cable companies. This is a significant persisting barrier to entry.

12
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36. Vonage Canada has been negotiating with each ILEC in an effort to make this process
seamless to the customer, and is optimistic respecting its discussions with Telus and MTS
All stream. However, Bell continues to drag its feet on the provision of naked DSL and
on communicating its availability to the customer.

Anti-competitive activity in the on-line advertising market
37. It is clear that where possible, the ILECs take advantage of their scope and scale, as well
as their incumbency advantages, to target competitors.
public relations battle to immediately

Bell, in particular, while waging a

deregulate the industry, and while accepting

substantial payments from competitors for leasing network services, is at the same time
waging a parallel war against competitors like Vonage Canada in the on-line advertising
market - the life-blood of growth for VoIP providers.

In doing so, Bell is not only

drawing on its position as a communications and media conglomerate and a subsidiary of
the largest corporation

in the country - it is also taking advantage

of exclusive

arrangements it has secured as a direct result of its historical monopoly over the provision
of local services.
38. In order to seek to overcome the incumbency

advantages

enjoyed by the ILECs,

including those enjoyed by Bell as a result of its brand and l25-year history in the
market, Vonage Canada advertises its services through various media, primarily on
Internet properties.

Online advertising is a particularly effective means of reaching

potential customers for VoIP services, as by definition these customers already possess
and use high-speed Internet connections.
39. Vonage Canada has repeatedly been denied access to various Bell-related and non-related
platforms

for on-line

representatives

advertising

of its VoIP

services.

have been informed by Sympatico/MSN

First, Vonage

Canada

that it is the msn.ca site's

13
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"policy" not to accept advertising from companies competing with Bell Canada in the
telephony or other markets.

17

40. The msn.ca property is the most visited and significant site in Canada, with a dominant
reach. Indeed, Sympatico/MSN's own promotional material describes the property in the
following language: "SympaticolMSN is the number one site in Canada with over 15.5
million unique visitors a month, more than 7.8 million unique visitors a day.

We

effectively reach 83.5% ofthe online population." (emphasis in the original)
41. Vonage Canada's

sister corporation, Vonage Holdings, advertises extensively on the

MSN.com site in the U.S., where it enjoys a very positive partnership with Microsoft and
is actually one of MSN's largest customers.

Notably, a significant portion of its new

customers are in fact driven to its service by advertising on that site.

A significant

distinction from the situation in the U.S. is the fact that in Canada, a division of Bell
Canada - Sympatico - controls the MSN site. In this context, Vonage Canada believes
Bell's refusal to deal with it is anti-competitive and has an adverse affect on competition
in the market by impeding Vonage Canada's ability to reach potential customers.

In

Vonage Canada's submission, Bell is also granting itself an undue preference in relation
to its local telephony business, by refusing to accept advertising on its msn.ca site. Bell's
actions in this regard belie the positions it has taken before the Commission and in the
Telecom Policy Review, where it has argued the barriers to entry to the local telephony
market are low, and has implied that the Internet presents an open access environment in
which no party controls any bottlenecks of any significance.

That is simply not the case,

as demonstrated by Bell's own conduct.

17 After many attempts to obtain a resolution to this issue, Vonage Canada took this situation up with senior Bell
executives. Only then did Vonage Canada's calls to Bell Sympatico receive any response, and access was provided
to certain marginal properties, including Instant Messenger and Hot Mail, at higher prices that would make it
difficult to meet Vonage Canada's business objectives in terms of cost per acquisition. After further discussions and
efforts the "offer" was expanded to include a very small group of conventional display advertising properties on
some selected sections of the overall site. Again, pricing on these sites was offered at rates that are significantly
higher than similar properties on other sites. As well, Vonage Canada's display advertising will not be presented
anywhere in Bell operating territory.
As a show of good faith, Vonage Canada has proceeded with these
arrangements, despite its scepticism that this will yield acceptable results, and despite the fact that these
arrangements still deny Vonage Canada crucial access to the most attractive sites.
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42. Second, Vonage Canada had successfully negotiated an opportunity to purchase display
advertising on a number ofNHL online properties, and had commenced creative work on
those advertisements.

Apparently, due to its exclusivity, Bell intervened and prevented

our potential partner from executing the deal.
43. Third, on or about the beginning of April, Vonage Canada completed an agreement with
WhitePages.com (located in the US) and began an online campaign, with a contract, that
displayed its ads on www.whitepages.ca <http://www.whitepages.ca/>
www.yellowpages.ca

<http://www.vellowPages.ca/>

and

It quickly became one ofVonage

Canada's best performing online properties, generating significant subscribers at very
efficient rates. On 4 May 2006, White Pages was contacted by Yellow Pages Group
("YPG") and was told that the Vonage Canada advertising violated their agreement not to
market ads from any firm on the "competitor list."IS Vonage Canada's online campaign
was removed from both sites by the following day. Vonage Canada saw an immediate
adverse impact on its online sales results.
44. Notably, YPG is a spin-off from Bell's directory business.19

Under the terms of the

relevant agreements, the new owners were granted a 30 year royalty-free right to use a
number of Bell trademarks, logos, etc. Bell apparently retained a 10% equity stake in the
new organization. A search of the senior management reveals that the President/CEO
(Tellier) and many of the other senior managers were senior Bell employees.

It is clear

that YPG is the "successor" to Bell's directory operations, a direct and integral part of its
former local service monopoly.

Bell's exclusivity with YPG, and the consequent

prevention of competitors from advertising on properties controlled or related to YPG,
clearly flow from Bell's former and continuing dominant position in the market for local
services. While Vonage Canada has subsequently been able to negotiate exposure on the
yellowpages.ca

site, this incident

demonstrates

the ability of Bell to extend its

18 Vonage Canada
understands that YPG and White Pages have a business arrangement whereby White Pages
publishes and monetizes a number of YPG online properties (including the two at issue, as well as 411.ca,
CanadaPlus.ca, web sites, etc.). As part of that contractual agreement, apparently there is a requirement not to accept
advertising ITom any firm that is included on the "competitors list".

19 See www.yellowpages.ca
<htto://www.vellowoages.ca/>
site and reviewing corporate history and other items.

site by clicking on the top banner, going to the corporate
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incumbency in local services into the local VoIP market, and points out the absurdity of a
situation in which Vonage Canada must pay its biggest competitor, Bell Canada, with the
largest combined degree oftelecommunications/media

concentration in Canada - in order

to advertise its product.
45. In Vonage Canada's submission, its experiences of being thwarted by Bell in its efforts to
obtain invaluable access to online advertising properties necessary to overcome customer
inertia is but another example of the long anti-competitive

reach, of the incumbency

advantages and of the continued dominance enjoyed by ILECs in connection with local
telephony services in their serving territories.
46. These examples of anti-competitive behaviour, and of ongoing barriers to entry, make it
clear that the ILECs' market power continues to exist and present ongoing challenges to
competitors like Vonage Canada.

Such behaviour could increase dramatically

forborne environment, which is why it is essential that the Commission's

in a

criteria be

observed prior to the granting of forbearance.
C. The blind deregulation sought by the ILEC Petitioners will do more hann than good
47. The Petitioners place great emphasis on the recommendation of the TPRP that reliance on
market forces is to be preferred over regulation.

V onage Canada shares this preference,

where the market forces at play are those of a workably competitive market and there is a
mechanism

to deal with anti-competitive

behaviour

before it crushes competition.

However, the ILEC Petitioners adopt a tone of breathless urgency, alleging that the
Decision leads to "further and more detailed regulation,,,2o and that unless Canada
deregulates the market for retail local phone services immediately, we will be behind the
times and internationally out of step.21 The ILEC Petitioners' claims deliberately avoid
mention of some essential findings of the TPRP Report, misrepresent crucial facts, and, if
blindly followed, will do more harm than good.

20

Ibid., para. 8.

21

Ibid., para. 15
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48. First, it is important to note that the TPRP based its conclusions respecting economic
regulation

on the lynchpin

of competition

law analysis:

market

power.

recommending the removal of economic regulation in telecommunications

While

markets as

soon as practicable, the TPRP also made it clear that regulation would still be required
where there is a finding that the service provider has SMP in the market for a service.22
Conveniently, the Petitioners make no reference to the fact that they still overwhelmingly
dominate the retail market for local exchange services.

According to Commission

statistics, the ILECs held 92.4% of local residential access lines and 86% of business
access lines across the country at the end of 2005.23
Saskatchewan

It is particularly

ironic that

has brought a petition challenging the Decision, since SaskTel holds

virtually 100% of the market in that province.

In fact, although Vonage Canada has

considered entering the Saskatchewan market, the prices charged by SaskTel for the
required interconnection

and related facilities render that an economic impossibility.

Thus, even under the interpretation of the TPRP's report that is most favourable to the
ILEC

Petitioners'

recommendation

deregulatory
that regulation

agenda,

there

is no way

must be maintained

to avoid

the

Panel's

in markets where the ILECs

continue to possess SMP. And although there are a few areas where competitive market
forces have begun to make inroads, such as in Halifax, the ILECs continue to exercise
SMP in the vast majority of LFRs in Canada.
49. Vonage Canada notes that although the ILECs complain they are losing market share,
none ofSaskTel, Telus or Aliant have launched a VoIP service.
50. Second, the TPRP made a careful distinction in its report between economic regulation
and social regulation. In its report, the TPRP specifically
regulation

recommended

that social

be retained and that the policy objectives of the Act explicitly recognize such

key social objectives as meeting the needs of the disabled, enhancing public safety and

22

TPRP final report, p. 3-13

232006 Competition Report, supra at 36-37
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security,

protecting

personal

privacy

and limiting

public

nuisance?4

Again,

the

Petitioners fail to note this important point.
51. The Petitioners also fail to make the link between the TPRP's recommendations
respect to social regulation and the post-forbearance

with

criteria set out by the CRTC.

Indeed, they misrepresent the facts by claiming that the CRTC has imposed "further and
more detailed regulation."

To the contrary, the CRTC has simply retained certain

requirements to ensure that the social goals recognized by the TPRP and found to be
fundamental in this country are met in a forborne environment.

These include - for all

local exchange carriers, not just the ILECs - access by the deaf to message relay service
(MRS) technology; the provision of billing information to the blind; the protection of
customer privacy; and crucial access to emergency services.

The importance of these

goals was reinforced in the Telecom Decision 2005-28 (the "VoIP Decision") and related
decisions in which the Commission held that it should become mandatory for all local
VolP service providers to provide 9-1-1 /E9-1-1 service, MRS, and privacy safeguards as
soon as practicable.25 Vonage Canada
requirements

has worked

tirelessly

to implement

these

in recognition of their importance, devoting both human and financial

resources to the task.

Indeed, the implementation

of these requirements

represents

another barrier to entry for VolP competitors, since they have to start from the beginning
whereas the ILECs need only extend existing capabilities to a new area.
52. The Petitioners

allege that in the Decision, the Commission

"codified

continuing

regulatory obligations unrelated to a reliance on market forces.,,26 To the contrary, it is
clear that by retaining
advantages,

certain requirements,

but the potentially

damaging

the CRTC considered

consequences

not only the

of market forces on those

Canadians who would not be in a position to benefit from the competitive market.

24

TPRP Report, p. 9.

2S Telecom Public Notice CRTC 2004-2, Regulatory framework
for voice communication services using Internet
Protocol, 7 April 2004; Telecom Decision CRTC 2005-21, Emergency service obligations for local VoIP service
providers, 4 April 2005; Telecom Decision CRTC 2005-28, Regulatory framework for voice communication
services using Internet Protocol, 12 May 2005.

26

Bell et al Petition, para. 4.
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53. Vonage Canada notes that the remaining rules applicable only to ILECs relate mainly to
the requirement to provide stand-alone wireline primary exchange service, which will
ensure that basic telephone service remains affordable for those on limited incomes even
in a forborne environment.27
customers,

particularly

In the Decision, the Commission

residential

customers,

the operation

noted: "[FJor some

of market

forces after

forbearance may result in either a loss of services on which they are reliant or potential
increases in prices for services which are essential to their daily lives. The Commission
also considers that there may be pockets of uncontested
consumers in forborne markets."

28

residential

and business

The Commission also noted that market forces alone

may not be sufficient to protect the interests and unique needs of vulnerable customers,
including persons with disabilities.

29

Hence, these few remaining obligations on the

ILECs are designed to ensure that the most vulnerable Canadians are not sacrificed on the
alter of market forces.
54. Third, the ILEC Petitioners' alarmist cries that Canada is "falling behind" internationally
are purportedly based on findings in the TPRP's final report. Yet, the two markets in
which the TPRP found that Canada was "falling behind" - broadband access and wireless

- are not regulated by the CRTC and have not been regulated for some time.3o
Therefore, there is no evidence to suggest the Commission's approach to regulation and
forbearance in relation to the local wireline market, where Canada has not fallen behind,
in any way holds Canada back.
55. Deregulating too quickly, and to the extent advocated by the Petitioners, could not only
cause harm to individual Canadians who rely on local phone service for their most crucial
daily needs as discussed above, but could allow the decimation of competition in local
markets. The reason is simple: premature deregulation will allow the ILECs to use their

The rules applicable only to ILECs include: provision of stand-alone PES; retention of the ILECs' obligation to
serve with respect to residential stand-alone PES; provision of publicly available rate schedules for PES; and certain
of the ILECs' terms of service, including disconnection and suspension policies, termination of PES service and
deposit policies for PES customers; and a rate ceiling on residential stand-alone PES.

27

28

Decision, para. 355.

29

Ibid.

30

TPRP Report, pp. 1-13 to 1-14, 1-17 to 1-18
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overwhelming

market

remonopolizing

the market for retail local exchange services and all but eradicating

competition.

power

to

demolish

their

competitors

in

short

order,

This result would certainly please the ILEC Petitioners, who could recover

the small amount of market share they have lost to date in the local exchange market, but
it would run contrary to the goals of the Commission and the TRPR to allow competitive
market forces to rule the day. All of the benefits of a competitive market rely on the
existence of competitors: else there is no-one to drive down prices, provide customer
choice, and generate jobs and higher productivity.
56. The ILEC Petitioners come close in their Petition to alleging that the Commission's
reluctance to deregulate their local services reflects a bias in favour of the cable
companies.

While there is no evidence of that, Vonage Canada notes that many of the

arguments made by the ILEC Petitioners to suggest that the cable companies cannot be
driven out of the market by the ILECs do not apply to independent VolP providers like
Vonage Canada.

Therefore, even if the ILEC Petitioners were correct on this subject

(which Vonage Canada does not concede) the result would be a market with only two
players, the ILEC and the local cable company. This would be disastrous for choice and
innovation in Canada, not to mention pricing of local services.
D. Whither Innovation?
57. Vonage Canada understands

that the Government

innovation and investment in the telecommunications

is concerned

regarding

driving

sector, a laudable goal that it

shares.
58. However, without independent

VolP providers and other competitors,

precious little innovation in telecommunications

there will be

markets if the ILEC Petitioners succeed

in their deregulatory agenda, regardless of whether the cable companies are driven out of
the market by the ILECs too. It is clear that neither the ILECs nor the cable companies
have proven to be a source of disruptive innovation in the telecommunications

market

that are required to spur it towards new standards of efficiency and new service offerings
for Canadians.

While skilled at adopting and implementing the ideas of others, ILECs

and cable companies alike are not the source of innovation in telecommunications
services, let alone the source of innovation the ILEC Petitioners now claim.
20

59. The history of the roll-out of VolP services in Canada is a case in point.

Independent

VolP service providers, including Vonage Canada, Primus and Skype, have been first to
market and have driven the adoption of new technologies and business models that the
ILECs now rely upon for their arguments in favour of regulatory relief.
60. It is the pinnacle of understatement to observe the ILEC Petitioners have not been the
source of innovation in the VolP market:
•

Bell's principal so-called VolP product, "Bell Digital Voice", in reality has little to do
with IP technology at all, and is being used as a way to retain customers who are
willing to try an alternative IP-based service;

•

Despite the fact the Commission issued the VolP Decision more than one year ago,
Telus, like other ILECs (other than Bell and SaskTel), has yet to roll out a VolP
product at all; and

•

Despite Aliant's constant woe-begotten tale of having to endure competition from
Eastlink, it has done virtually nothing in the market place to meet this competition.

61. In the place of innovating, and providing Canadians with better services, the ILECs have
instead focused on innovation in their arguments for deregulation, most recently in their
Petitions herein and in relation to VoIP, as to why less regulation would help them
"innovate." These arguments have produced much heat, but shed little light on how
immediate and thoughtless forbearance will help Canadians realize increased benefits of
competition.
62. Nor have the cable companies been the subject of innovation in local telephone service.
Until third party supply ofVolP services had become a reality, the largest Canadian cable
companies delayed their entry into the ILECs' core telephony business despite their
possession

of upgraded second connections

to the home.

Indeed, once the cable

companies did enter this market, they did so with products that do not provide innovation
over, or differentiation

from, the ILECs' local voice product, but rather which are

specifically designed to replicate, as closely as possible, the ILECs' local voice service.
This may make sense as a business strategy for the cable companies, who are anxious to

21

combat the ILECs' potential to bundle digital television
telecommunications

services with their other

services, but it is insufficient to provide Canadians with the choice

they deserve and the Canadian economy with the innovation it requires.
63. Growth in the competitive market for local services has been slow since the CRTC
introduced measures to foster it in 1997,31 and has only recently begun to thrive in
selected areas across the country. The Governor in Council should be wary of the
Petitioner's ideologically-based arguments for deregulation, and recognize that premature
forbearance could cause irreparable harm to the market for local voice and data services,
just as it is finally beginning to grow. In contrast, the CRTC's criteria for forbearance
will ensure that markets can be deregulated

on an expeditious

basis only when

competition in that market is genuinely sustainable.
E. Conclusion: The CRTC's Decision promises the benefits of sustainable competition
64. As discussed above, where competition is not sustainable, premature forbearance will
simply result in the return of a near-monopoly situation or at best a moribund duopoly,
where ILECs can use their SMP to engage in anti-competitive

tactics that demolish

innovative competitors and hence become stronger and more resilient to disruptive forces
than they are today. But sustainable competition presents a brighter picture.

Where

genuinely competitive market forces are at work, Canadians will reap the benefits:
greater innovation in products in services, more rapid adoption of information

and

communications technologies, more job creation, lower prices, and more choice.
65. The CRTC, far from being "timid" in approach as the Petitioners allege, set out an
expeditious

process

for forbearance

in the Decision

competition take place on a level playing field.

that properly

requires

that

Where an ILEC has lost 25% market

share, has provided its competitors with appropriate Q of S and Competitor Service
tariffs, and can show evidence of rivalrous behaviour, the Commission has determined
that competition in that market is likely to be sustainable. The Petitioners have presented
no evidence to the contrary - to show that competition is likely to be sustainable without
such activity. Rather, they have chosen to argue by allegation, apparently believing that

31

Telecom Decision CRTC 97-8, Local competition, I May 1997.
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draping themselves

in selective quotes from the TPRP's

report and citing some

generalized press coverage is sufficient to persuade the Government of their position.
66. The process set out by the Commission holds the promise of great rewards precisely
because it relies on a finding, prior to forbearance, that competition will be sustainable in
a given market. With sustainable competition comes innumerable benefits, beginning
with innovation, greater consumer choice and lower prices.

A competitive market will

engender discipline and efficiency, and encourage investment in, and greater availability
of, information and communications

technologies.

This in turn will create jobs and

increase Canada's productivity.
67. Competitive market forces are particularly

fundamental to the success of small and

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), who are the engines of the Canadian economy. Over
and over again, studies have found that the adoption of technology by SMEs is a critically
important driver of productivity growth.32
telecommunications
field.

industry drive innovation, so too do smaller companies in every

Advanced telecommunications

innovative

And just as dynamic new entrants in the

telecommunications

infrastructure

competitors

and ICT solutions developed by

(many of which are SMEs themselves)

allows other SMEs to develop core competencies through digital technology and become
more competitive in markets at home and abroad, with commensurate benefits to the
Canadian economy.

Thus, sustainable competition sets into motion a profitable chain

reaction of innovation, investment and productivity.
68. These results are achievable based on the sensible approach taken to forbearance by the
CR TC.

Vonage Canada urges the Governor in Council not to be sidetracked by the

arguments of the Petitioners, which are high on rhetoric but low on substance.
to their claims, sending back the Decision for reconsideration

Contrary

would not breed more

See, for example, Canadian Federation of Independent Business, Canadian Manufacturers & Exporters and RBC
Financial Group, The path to prosperity: Canada's small and medium-sized enterprises, October 2002, [hereinafter
The Path to Prosperity] at 7, available online at http://fcei.calresearch/reports/default
e.asp; 2004 CIBC World
Markets Inc., CIBC Small Business - Secrets to Small Business Success at 3; G. Gellatly, V. Peters, Understanding
the Innovation Process: Innovation in Dynamic Service Industries (Statistics Canada: Ottawa, 1999) at 5, available
online at www.statscan.ca.
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certainty but would throw the industry into tumult. On the other hand, affirming the
Decision would ensure the retention of a clear and expeditious process that will ensure
that deregulation takes place as quickly as possible while still ensuring that competition is
sustainable, to the benefit of all Canadians.

Vonage Canada therefore requests that the

Governor in Council deny these petitions.
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